
Challenge

The problem is that most modern science is so complicated,
and most journal articles so brief, it’s impossible for the
article to include details of many important methods and
decisions made by the researcher as he analyzed his data on
his computer.

Ben Marwick: How computers broke science – and what we can do to fix it

"Claerbout's claim" in Donoho (2010), An invitation to reproducible computational research

Claerbout & Karrenbach (1992), Electronic documents give reproducible research a new meaning
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Premise

DATA
Code

Models

Results
Stats

PAPER

PDF

IN THE LAB OUTSIDE

We should be sharing material on the left, not the right; "Paper as advert for Scholarship" Buckheit & Donoho (1995)
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FROM

T
broad knowledge: cross-discipline,
collaboration
deep knowledge: domain speciality
(expertise and skills)

TO

π
broad knowledge: cross-discipline,
collaboration
deep knowledge

domain speciality (expertise and skills)
stats/computing/reproducibility

Traditional and modern research(ers)

Sources: T-shaped skills; Hacking Academia: Data Science and the University; When All Science Becomes Data
Science; Community-level data science Public domain images: Wikipedia, CDC, Wikipedia, kallerma
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Informal 'code buddy' system

Community-led research compendia

Online workspaces/infrastructure (e.g.,
Code Ocean Nature trial, see also Konkol
et al., 2020, for a review)

Certify reproducibility with confidential data
(CASCAD) (Pérignon et al., 2019)

Approaches to code sharing
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Independent execution of computations underlying
research articles.
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The four CODECHECK principlesThe four CODECHECK principles

1. Codecheckers record but don’t investigate or fix.1. Codecheckers record but don’t investigate or fix.

2. Communication between humans is key.2. Communication between humans is key.

3. Credit is given to codecheckers.3. Credit is given to codecheckers.

4. Workflows must be auditable.4. Workflows must be auditable.
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The CODECHECK philosophy
Systems like Code Ocean set the bar high by "making code reproducible forever for everyone".

CODECHECK simply asks "was the code reproducible once for someone else?"

We check the code runs and generates the expected number of output files.

The contents of those output files are not necessarily checked, but are available for others to
see.

The validity of the code is not checked.
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Implementing the CODECHECK process

Sketch of steps and responsibilities to implement a CODECHECK, see https://codecheck.org.uk/process/.
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Process variations

Post review with extra role (ECR opportunity)
Pre-review with extra role on staff
Parallel reproducibility reviewer (flexible skill matching)
Regular reviewer (though not widely established during last 20 years ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ )
Independent community checks for preprints or postprints

https://codecheck.org.uk/process/
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https://codecheck.org.uk/register/
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DOIDOI 10.5281/zenodo.386549110.5281/zenodo.3865491

https://zenodo.org/record/3865491/files/codecheck.pdf

"It ain't pretty, but it works" (Hilda Bastian)

(Tweet on the right:
https://twitter.com/SabineLvE/status/1270789727059349505)

Sabine L.van Elsland
@SabineLvE

Independent review @StephenEglen confirmed that 
@MRC_Outbreak team's #COVID19 simulation is 
reproducible: thumbs up from code-checking efforts 
@nature #COVID19 #covid19science

Critiqued coronavirus simulation gets thumbs up from code-chec…
Influential model judged reproducible — although software 
engineers called its code ‘horrible’ and ‘a buggy mess’.

nature com

Example 1 (Stephen)
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DOIDOI 10.5281/zenodo.398125310.5281/zenodo.3981253

Report:
https://zenodo.org/record/3981253/files/codecheck.pdf

Repository:
https://github.com/codecheckers/OpeningPractice

Paper (acknowledgement):
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10109-
020-00334-2#Ack1

Example 2 (Daniel)
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https://zenodo.org/record/3981253/files/codecheck.pdf
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What would help to conduct CODECHECKs?

1. Good README files

2. Advanced control of computing environments

3. Good practices around research compendia

4. Suggest and reward little steps

5. Tools for codecheckers

https://codecheck.org.uk/guide/community-process
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Concrete steps for authors

have a README ("all else is details")
"document for future you"
use good file names and paths
use text-based, open file formats
publish data subsets/mock data
apply templates & follow community good
practices (e.g., rrtools)
write and publish notebooks
use only scripts, no point-and-click
embrace openness & be-ne fi-ts
work/review in the spirit of preproducibility
only work in containers

Sustainable culture change

every step towards openness and
reproducibility matters (spectrum!)
acknowledge challenges of computational
reproducibility in education and
publications
reward early adopters
change policies

Every little step helps
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1. Embedding into journal
workflows

2. Training a community of
codecheckers

3. Funding for a codecheck
editor

CODECHECK is an open community:

Get involved as a...

codechecker
author
reviewer
editor
publisher
conference organiser

https://codecheck.org.uk/get-involved/

Next steps
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 StephenEglen
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 Stephen Eglen, University of Cambridge
 Daniel Nüst, University of Münster
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Material

Everything is on GitHub 
https://github.com/codecheckers/.

Watch Stephen's talks on CODECHECK at The 14th
Munin Conference on Scholarly Publishing 2019 and at
the UK Open Research Working Group meeting in
September 2020.
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Advanced control of computing environments

Binder-ready research compendium 

Research compendium + container + bindings =
Executable Research Compendium (o2r.info/results/)

Ten Simple Rules for Writing Dockerfiles for Reproducible Data Science
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Research CompendiumResearch Compendium

research-compendium.science 21 / 3121 / 31

Research compendia

...We introduce the concept of a compendium as both a
container for the different elements that make up the
document and its computations (i.e. text, code, data, ...), and
as a means for distributing, managing and updating the
collection.

Gentleman, Robert, and Duncan Temple Lang. 2007. "Statistical Analyses and Reproducible Research". Journal of
Computational and Graphical Statistics 16 (1): 1–23. https://doi.org/10.1198/106186007X178663
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Source: Ram (2019), How To Make Your Data Analysis Notebooks More Reproducible
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Research compendia

Ram (2019), How To Make Your Data Analysis Notebooks More Reproducible

small, medium, large compendia

Stick with the conventions of your peers
Keep data, methods and outputs separate
Specify your computational environment as clearly as you can

Leverage the R package structure and support tools/services as much as possible
Use modern tools to make your compendia more accessible (repo2docker, containerit,
holepunch, drake)
Don't forget long-term archives and simpler formats (Zenodo)
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Source: Ram (2019), How To Make Your Data Analysis Notebooks More Reproducible
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TransparentTransparent

CreditCredit

DiscoverDiscover

ReuseReuse

ColaborateColaborate
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More on research compendia at More on research compendia at research-
compendium.science

You want to introduce changes in your community?You want to introduce changes in your community?

Reproducible Publications at AGILE Conferences

AGILE Reproducible Paper Guidelines

https://reproducible-agile.github.io/
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https://o2r.info/pilots/

Collaboration pilotsCollaboration pilots

OJS pilotOJS pilot

ERCs in peer reviewERCs in peer review
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o2r goals and benefits

https://o2r.info/results | https://o2r.uni-muenster.de/ 29 / 31

o2r goals and benefits

Nüst, Daniel, Markus Konkol, Edzer Pebesma, Christian Kray, Marc Schutzeichel, Holger Przibytzin, and Jörg Lorenz.
2017. Opening the Publication Process with Executable Research Compendia. D-Lib Magazine 23 (1/2).
https://doi.org/10.1045/january2017-nuest.

Kray, Christian, Pebesma, Edzer, Konkol, Markus, Nüst, Daniel (2019). Reproducible Research in Geoinformatics:
Concepts Challenges and Benefits https://doi org/10 4230/LIPIcs COSIT 2019 8
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Challenges

dependency hell
FAIR
licensing
sensitive data
big data

Opportunities/Solutions

version control
containerisation
openness (data, software, preprints)
community
self-education
collaboration
research integrity
The Carpentries
subsets/enclaves/domains

Computational Research / Data Science 2020
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CODECHECKCODECHECK
An open-science initiative to facilitate sharing of computer programs and resultsAn open-science initiative to facilitate sharing of computer programs and results

presented in scientific publicationspresented in scientific publications

Stephen J Eglen, Cambridge Computational Biology Institute, University of CambridgeStephen J Eglen, Cambridge Computational Biology Institute, University of Cambridge

Daniel Nüst, Institute for Geoinformatics, University of MünsterDaniel Nüst, Institute for Geoinformatics, University of Münster

https://codecheck.org.uk/
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Challenge

The problem is that most modern science is so complicated,
and most journal articles so brief, it’s impossible for the
article to include details of many important methods and
decisions made by the researcher as he analyzed his data on
his computer.

Ben Marwick: How computers broke science – and what we can do to fix it

"Claerbout's claim" in Donoho (2010), An invitation to reproducible computational research

Claerbout & Karrenbach (1992), Electronic documents give reproducible research a new meaning
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https://theconversation.com/how-computers-broke-science-and-what-we-can-do-to-fix-it-49938
https://doi.org/10.1093/biostatistics/kxq028
https://doi.org/10.1190/1.1822162


Premise

DATA
Code

Models

Results
Stats

PAPER

PDF

IN THE LAB OUTSIDE

We should be sharing material on the left, not the right; "Paper as advert for Scholarship" Buckheit & Donoho (1995)
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https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4612-2544-7_5


FROM

T
broad knowledge: cross-discipline,
collaboration
deep knowledge: domain speciality
(expertise and skills)

TO

π
broad knowledge: cross-discipline,
collaboration
deep knowledge

domain speciality (expertise and skills)
stats/computing/reproducibility

Traditional and modern research(ers)

Sources: T-shaped skills; Hacking Academia: Data Science and the University; When All Science Becomes Data
Science; Community-level data science Public domain images: Wikipedia, CDC, Wikipedia, kallerma
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https://jakevdp.github.io/blog/2014/08/22/hacking-academia/
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https://escience.washington.edu/community-level-data-science-and-its-spheres-of-influence-beyond-novelty-squared/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biosafety_cabinet#/media/File:Influenza_virus_research.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Computer_case.JPG


Informal 'code buddy' system

Community-led research compendia

Online workspaces/infrastructure (e.g.,
Code Ocean Nature trial, see also Konkol
et al., 2020, for a review)

Certify reproducibility with confidential data
(CASCAD) (Pérignon et al., 2019)

Approaches to code sharing
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https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4612-2544-7_5
https://doi.org/10.1186/s41073-020-00095-y
http://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaw2825


Independent execution of computations underlying
research articles.
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The four CODECHECK principlesThe four CODECHECK principles

1. Codecheckers record but don’t investigate or fix.1. Codecheckers record but don’t investigate or fix.

2. Communication between humans is key.2. Communication between humans is key.

3. Credit is given to codecheckers.3. Credit is given to codecheckers.

4. Workflows must be auditable.4. Workflows must be auditable.
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The CODECHECK philosophy
Systems like Code Ocean set the bar high by "making code reproducible forever for everyone".

CODECHECK simply asks "was the code reproducible once for someone else?"

We check the code runs and generates the expected number of output files.

The contents of those output files are not necessarily checked, but are available for others to
see.

The validity of the code is not checked.
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Implementing the CODECHECK process

Sketch of steps and responsibilities to implement a CODECHECK, see https://codecheck.org.uk/process/.
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https://codecheck.org.uk/process/


Process variations

Post review with extra role (ECR opportunity)
Pre-review with extra role on staff
Parallel reproducibility reviewer (flexible skill matching)
Regular reviewer (though not widely established during last 20 years ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ )
Independent community checks for preprints or postprints

https://codecheck.org.uk/process/
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https://codecheck.org.uk/process/


https://codecheck.org.uk/register/
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https://codecheck.org.uk/register/
https://codecheck.org.uk/register/


DOIDOI 10.5281/zenodo.386549110.5281/zenodo.3865491

https://zenodo.org/record/3865491/files/codecheck.pdf

"It ain't pretty, but it works" (Hilda Bastian)

(Tweet on the right:
https://twitter.com/SabineLvE/status/1270789727059349505)

Sabine L.van Elsland
@SabineLvE

Independent review @StephenEglen confirmed that 
@MRC_Outbreak team's #COVID19 simulation is 
reproducible: thumbs up from code-checking efforts 
@nature #COVID19 #covid19science

Critiqued coronavirus simulation gets thumbs up from code-chec…
Influential model judged reproducible — although software 
engineers called its code ‘horrible’ and ‘a buggy mess’.

nature com

Example 1 (Stephen)
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DOIDOI 10.5281/zenodo.398125310.5281/zenodo.3981253

Report:
https://zenodo.org/record/3981253/files/codecheck.pdf

Repository:
https://github.com/codecheckers/OpeningPractice

Paper (acknowledgement):
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10109-
020-00334-2#Ack1

Example 2 (Daniel)
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https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3981253
https://zenodo.org/record/3981253/files/codecheck.pdf
https://github.com/codecheckers/OpeningPractice
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10109-020-00334-2#Ack1


https://zenodo.org/record/3981253/files/codecheck.pdf
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https://zenodo.org/record/3981253/files/codecheck.pdf


What would help to conduct CODECHECKs?

1. Good README files

2. Advanced control of computing environments

3. Good practices around research compendia

4. Suggest and reward little steps

5. Tools for codecheckers

https://codecheck.org.uk/guide/community-process
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Concrete steps for authors

have a README ("all else is details")
"document for future you"
use good file names and paths
use text-based, open file formats
publish data subsets/mock data
apply templates & follow community good
practices (e.g., rrtools)
write and publish notebooks
use only scripts, no point-and-click
embrace openness & be-ne fi-ts
work/review in the spirit of preproducibility
only work in containers

Sustainable culture change

every step towards openness and
reproducibility matters (spectrum!)
acknowledge challenges of computational
reproducibility in education and
publications
reward early adopters
change policies

Every little step helps
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http://teachtogether.tech/
http://www2.stat.duke.edu/~rcs46/lectures_2015/01-markdown-git/slides/naming-slides/naming-slides.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1186/s13059-015-0850-7
https://doi.org/10.1093/biostatistics/kxq028
https://doi.org/10.1109/MSP.2009.932122
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10816-015-9272-9
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-018-05256-0


1. Embedding into journal
workflows

2. Training a community of
codecheckers

3. Funding for a codecheck
editor

CODECHECK is an open community:

Get involved as a...

codechecker
author
reviewer
editor
publisher
conference organiser

https://codecheck.org.uk/get-involved/

Next steps
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Advanced control of computing environments

Binder-ready research compendium 

Research compendium + container + bindings =
Executable Research Compendium (o2r.info/results/)

Ten Simple Rules for Writing Dockerfiles for Reproducible Data Science
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https://mybinder.org/
https://doi.org/10.1045/january2017-nuest
https://o2r.info/results/
https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/fsd7t
https://doi.org/10.1045/january2017-nuest


Research CompendiumResearch Compendium

research-compendium.science 21 / 3121 / 31

https://research-compendium.science/


Research compendia

...We introduce the concept of a compendium as both a
container for the different elements that make up the
document and its computations (i.e. text, code, data, ...), and
as a means for distributing, managing and updating the
collection.

Gentleman, Robert, and Duncan Temple Lang. 2007. "Statistical Analyses and Reproducible Research". Journal of
Computational and Graphical Statistics 16 (1): 1–23. https://doi.org/10.1198/106186007X178663
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https://doi.org/10.1198/106186007X178663


Source: Ram (2019), How To Make Your Data Analysis Notebooks More Reproducible
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https://github.com/karthik/rstudio2019


Research compendia

Ram (2019), How To Make Your Data Analysis Notebooks More Reproducible

small, medium, large compendia

Stick with the conventions of your peers
Keep data, methods and outputs separate
Specify your computational environment as clearly as you can

Leverage the R package structure and support tools/services as much as possible
Use modern tools to make your compendia more accessible (repo2docker, containerit,
holepunch, drake)
Don't forget long-term archives and simpler formats (Zenodo)
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https://github.com/karthik/rstudio2019
https://github.com/jupyter/repo2docker/
https://o2r.info/containerit/
https://github.com/karthik/holepunch
https://docs.ropensci.org/drake/
https://zenodo.org/


Source: Ram (2019), How To Make Your Data Analysis Notebooks More Reproducible
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https://github.com/karthik/rstudio2019


TransparentTransparent

CreditCredit

DiscoverDiscover

ReuseReuse

ColaborateColaborate
26 / 3126 / 31



More on research compendia at More on research compendia at research-
compendium.science

You want to introduce changes in your community?You want to introduce changes in your community?

Reproducible Publications at AGILE Conferences

AGILE Reproducible Paper Guidelines

https://reproducible-agile.github.io/
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https://research-compendium.science/
https://osf.io/phmce/
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CB7Z8
https://reproducible-agile.github.io/


https://o2r.info/pilots/

Collaboration pilotsCollaboration pilots

OJS pilotOJS pilot

ERCs in peer reviewERCs in peer review
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https://o2r.info/pilots/


o2r goals and benefits

https://o2r.info/results | https://o2r.uni-muenster.de/ 29 / 31

https://o2r.info/results
https://o2r.uni-muenster.de/


o2r goals and benefits

Nüst, Daniel, Markus Konkol, Edzer Pebesma, Christian Kray, Marc Schutzeichel, Holger Przibytzin, and Jörg Lorenz.
2017. Opening the Publication Process with Executable Research Compendia. D-Lib Magazine 23 (1/2).
https://doi.org/10.1045/january2017-nuest.

Kray, Christian, Pebesma, Edzer, Konkol, Markus, Nüst, Daniel (2019). Reproducible Research in Geoinformatics:
Concepts Challenges and Benefits https://doi org/10 4230/LIPIcs COSIT 2019 8
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https://doi.org/10.1045/january2017-nuest
https://doi.org/10.4230/LIPIcs.COSIT.2019.8


Challenges

dependency hell
FAIR
licensing
sensitive data
big data

Opportunities/Solutions

version control
containerisation
openness (data, software, preprints)
community
self-education
collaboration
research integrity
The Carpentries
subsets/enclaves/domains

Computational Research / Data Science 2020
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https://carpentries.org/
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